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THE FEATURE EVENT
Qatar Sussex Stakes (Group 1) (QIPCO British Champions Series) (Class 1) 
1600m – Race 4 (3.35pm GMT+1)

NAME AND  
RACECARD NUMBER AGE TRAINER FORM OFFICIAL 

RATING SIGNIFICANT CAREER WINS

1 Century Dream 7 Simon & Ed 
Crisford 9-9212 112 Celebration Mile Stakes (Goodwood), 

Diomed Stakes (Newbury & Epsom) x2

2 Duhail 5 Andre Fabre 12122 114 Prix du Muguet (Saint-Cloud)

3 Lope Y Fernandez 4 Aidan O’Brien 73-182 117 Round Tower Stakes (Curragh)

4 Order Of Australia 4 Aidan O’Brien 916-81 119 Breeders’ Cup Mile (Keeneland), 
Minstrel Stakes (Curragh)

5 Space Traveller 5 Richard Fahey 8/6-018 109 Jersey Stakes (Royal Ascot), Boomerang 
Stakes (Leopardstown)

6 Tilsit 4 Charles Hills 14-521 114 Thoroughbred Stakes (Goodwood), 
Summer Mile Stakes (Ascot)

8 Chindit 3 Richard 
Hannon 19-155 111 Champagne Stakes (Doncaster), 

Greenham Stakes (Newbury)

9 Poetic Flare 3 Jim Bolger 11621 122
Qipco 2000 Guineas Stakes 
(Newmarket), St James’s Palace Stakes 
(Royal Ascot),

10 Alcohol Free 3 Andrew 
Balding 1-1513 115

Cheveley Park Stakes (Newmarket), 
Dubai Duty Free Stakes (Newbury), 
Coronation Stakes (Royal Ascot)

11 Snow Lantern 3 Richard 
Hannon 2-1321 115 Falmouth Stakes (Newmarket)

Wednesday 28th July – Qatar Goodwood Festival
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SUSSEX STAKES – MAIN CONTENDERS

Poetic Flare
Trainer: Jim Bolger
Owner: Mrs J S Bolger
Jockey: Kevin Manning

Poetic Flare looks the to be the 
outstanding 1600m specialist of 
his generation having won the 
2000 Guineas on Newmarket’s 
Rowley Mile Course and then bounced back from a narrow defeat 
in the Irish 2,000 Guineas to take Royal Ascot’s St James’s Palace 
Stakes last time out. It’s true he did disappoint in the Poule d’Essai 
des Poulains at Longchamp when finishing 6th but that race came 
just 15 days after his Newmarket triumph and clearly came too soon. 
This will be the first time that he has faced his elders but he is still an 
obvious main player as he bids for his third Group 1 success over this 
distance this season. He’s progressed with every run this year and 
could well make further progress here, whilst the ground should hold 
no fears having already won on all types of going in his eight-race 
career.

Snow Lantern
Trainer: Richard Hannon
Owner: Rockcliffe Stud
Jockey: Jamie Spencer

Raced only once as a juvenile, 
Snow Lantern has quickly 
developed into a very smart filly 
this year, as could have been 
expected on her pedigree being by Frankel out of a four-time Group 
1 winner at up to 1600m. A Newbury maiden winner at the start of 
the year. she was subsequently moved up in grade highlighting her 
potential with a second to Alcohol Free (beaten 1½L) in Royal Ascot’s 
Group 1 Coronation Stakes (1600m). On her most recent start she went 
one better in the Group 1 Falmouth Stakes (1600m) reversing the Royal 
Ascot form with Alcohol Free showing an impressive turn of foot after it 
had looked for a few strides as if she wasn’t going to get the run of the 
race. 

Paul Mulrennan’s verdict
1. Poetic Flare
2. Snow Lantern
3. Alcohol Free

1-2-3:With the level of form that POETIC FLARE has already attained it’s clear that 
he’s going to be very hard to beat having thrived on his racing this year already 
winning two Group 1’s and impressing last time at Royal Ascot with how he 
settled proceedings in the closing stages. If he’s capable of that level of form 
the two fillies SNOW LANTERN and ALCOHOL FREE who are one all in their 
meetings this year are going to have to step up their level of form once again. 
Richard Fahey’s longer-priced runners have been placed in this race before and 
his SPACE TRAVELLER could be of interest. 
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Alcohol Free
Trainer: Andrew Balding
Owner: J C Smith
Jockey: Oisin Murphy

Rounded off her juvenile 
campaign with a victory in the 
Group 1 Cheveley Park (1200m) 
at Newmarket last September 
looking every inch a smart performer and that impression has been 
enhanced this year with two Group-race successes. The biggest of 
those came at Royal Ascot in the Group 1 Coronation Stakes (1600m) 
where she improved on her fifth in the 1000 Guineas, travelling much 
better than at Newmarket. She did have the run of the race at Ascot 
though when she defeated Snow Lantern and that filly duly reversed 
the placings when the pair met in the Group 1 Falmouth Stakes 
(1600m) at Newmarket’s July Course, trying to make all only to be 
swamped in the closing stages. This will be the first time that she 
takes on the boys.

Order Of Australia
Trainer: Aiden O’Brien
Owner:  D Smith & Mrs J Magnier 
& M Tabor & Mrs A M O’Brien
Jockey: Ryan Moore

One of six older horses in the 
field, he looks to be the pick 
of those aged four and over 
trying to hold off the younger 
generation. Unsuccessful as a 
juvenile he blossomed as a three-year-old winning on three occasions 
with his crowning glory a victory in the Breeders’ Cup Mile (1600m), 
his first success in Group 1 company having spent all year racing over 
greater distances. Looked to need his comeback run in the Group 1 
Queen Anne (1600m) at Royal Ascot when finishing down the field, but 
proved he was back to near his best when trying 1400m for the first 
time at the Curragh last time taking the Group 2 Minstrel Stakes. He 
made all on that occasion and it wouldn’t be a surprise to see similar 
tactics used here.
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THE RUNNING ORDER
Race 1: Unibet ‘15 To Go’ Handicap (2400m)
Race 2:  Whispering Angel Oak Tree Stakes (Group 3)  

(Fillies & Mares) (1400m)
Race 3: Markel Molecomb Stakes (Group 3) (1000m)
Race 4: Qatar Sussex Stakes (Group 1) (1600m)

Race 5:  British Stallion Studs Alice Keppel EBF Fillies’ Conditions 
Stakes (1000m)

Race 6: British EBF Premier Fillies’ Handicap (2000m)
Race 7: World Pool Handicap (1400m)

OUR GUIDE TO THE REST OF THE ACTION

Race 3 - Markel Molecomb Stakes  
(Group 3) (1000m)
Some speedy youngsters are set to clash here with only MOJOMAKER 
having had experience of this tricky downhill 1000m course. A 
winner at Wetherby (1100m) on his second racecourse start FEARBY 
improved markedly showing a blistering turn of foot to leave his rivals 
standing over Sandown’s 1000m course last time forging clear to win 
by 5L. That Listed race has proved a good trial for this contest and he 
has leading claims. CHIPOTLE is the most experienced of this field 
winning three of his five races but he suffered some in-running travails 
last time out at Newbury and comes here on a recovery mission 
although the ground may not be ideal. KABOO is the only non-winner 
in the field and he has ground to make up on Fearby from last time 
while ARMOR similarly has turn around an earlier defeat by Chipotle. 
CHIMGAN is an interesting contender who lacks experience having 
only run once but he was well supported on his Nottingham debut 
and created a positive impression with the promise of more to come.

Race 2 - Whispering Angel Oak Tree  
Stakes (Group 3) (Fillies & Mares) (1400m)
A wide open event where a low draw may well be an advantage with 
such a big field and it’s not hard to see some trouble in-running. Of 
those amongst the low numbers SACRED whose yard have won two 
of the last three renewals of this looks a likely candidate after she 
failed to stay the 1600m trip in the 1000 Guineas, she is capable of 
some smart form. VADREAM is another three-year-old to consider 
despite her only having one win to her name she does have some 
solid placed form to her name in this grade. VALERIA MESSALINA 
went close in his race last year and she warmed up for this year’s 
contest with a very sound second at Group 3 level in Ireland last time 
and she should go close again. LAVENDERS BLUE, ISABELLA GILES 
and HIGHFIELD PRINCESS all have claims at this level but none of 
the trio are particularly well drawn. 

Race 5 - British Stallion Studs Alice 
Keppel EBF Fillies’ Conditions Stakes  
(1000m)
Chances can be given to a few although the two with course 
experience should take precedence and preference is given to 
CANONIZED who has already won over the 1000m trip on her second 
start before adding two more victories to her record over this sort of 
distance. FLOTUS was well supported when making a winning debut 
over 1200m here in May and got herself back on track last time after 
flopping at Royal Ascot in the Albany Stakes over 1200m, this will be 
her first try at this distance though. VERTIGINOUS has yet to win but 
improved on her debut with a creditable fifth in the Group 2 Queen 
Mary (1000m) at Royal Ascot last time. Both ILLUSTRATING and 
ANADORA ran respectable races at Royal Ascot in the Queen Mary 
and Albany Stakes respectively although their overall form has yet to 
quite match that of Canonized and Flotus.

Race 1 - Unibet ‘15 To Go’ Handicap  
(2400m)
Trainer Mark Johnston has a good record in this event having landed 
the prize four times in the last nine years and once again he’s well 
represented fielding a team of four. Perhaps the pick of his quartet is 
GLEN AGAIN who has so far gained two successes in 2021 and has 
run well in defeat since in three events at around this distance. The 
King George V Stakes Handicap (2400m) run at Royal Ascot last month 
may hold the key to this though with SISKANY (4th) and NAGANO 
(6th) shaping better than the bare result with slight preference for the 
former for the Charlie Appleby barn who are having a fine season. As 
one would expect in a three-year-old handicap, there are a host of 
other improving types, with KOLOSI making his debut in this sphere 
of particular interest, along with PLEASANT MAN and PIED PIPER.

1 Vadream  2 Sacred  3 Valeria Messalina

1 Fearby  2 Chimgan  3 Chipotle 1 Canonized  2 Flotus  3 Vertiginous

1 Siskany  2 Nagano  3 Glen Again

Wednesday 28th July – Qatar Goodwood Festival
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OUR GUIDE TO THE REST OF THE ACTION

Race 7 - World Pool Handicap (1400m)

A typically tough and challenging handicap to end the card with 
once again luck in-running sure to play a part. FOX CHAMPION has 
made a solid start for his new yard. TINTORETTO proved much 
sharper in first-time blinkers when winning over C&D last time (sole 
C&D winner in the field) and he’s nicely drawn again in his bid to 
follow up and despite being higher in the weights holds a sound 
chance. If the ground continues to dry that will help the chance of 
SUNSET BREEZE who rattled off a handicap hat-trick last year and 
looked to be returning to near his best last time out when narrowly 
beaten at Newcastle (1400m). Others to consider are the well-
drawn BE PREPARED, DESERT DOCTOR, for whom the booking of 
champion jockey Oisin Murphy catches the eye, and DUTCH DECOY.

Race 6 - British EBF Premier Fillies’  
Handicap (2000m)
Taking on older horses for the first time on her latest start ACHELOIS 
bounced back to winning ways winning her first handicap in good 
style over 1600m at Ascot winning comfortably and with her useful 
pedigree she has scope to continuing on an upward curve stepping 
up in distance. TIMELESS SOUL another of the three-year-olds in 
the field found life tougher under a penalty and quicker ground 
conditions last time but she may well appreciate this softer ground 
and her first taste of handicap company. PERCY’S PRIDE took her 
time to get off the mark but has won her last two and although she 
can look a little quirky (flashes her tail) she does see out her races in 
game fashion. The ground may be a little too testing for PRADO who 
has flopped on this ground before but conditions will hold no fears 
for topweight FREYJA who is useful having won three times last year 
but does remain vulnerable to less-exposed types.

1 Achelois  2 Percy’s Pride  3 Freyja 1 Tintoretto  2 Desert Doctor  3 Sunset Breeze

Wednesday 28th July – Qatar Goodwood Festival
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TOP JOCKEYS AT GOODWOOD  
(OVER THE PAST FIVE SEASONS)

TOP OWNERS AT GOODWOOD  
(OVER THE PAST FIVE SEASONS)

TOP TRAINERS AT GOODWOOD  
(OVER THE PAST FIVE SEASONS)

Goodwood Statistics: 

Jockey Rides Winners

Oisin Murphy 262 42
Jim Crowley 233 40
William Buick 106 29
Ryan Moore 158 27
Silvestre De Sousa 180 26

Owner Runs Winners

Shadwell Stud Co 106 24
Godolphin 112 20
Juddmonte 49 14
Hamdan bin Mohammed al Maktoum 82 12
Qatar Racing Limited 40 8

Trainer Runs Winners

Mark Johnston 330 46
Andrew Balding 202 30
William Haggas 138 28
Richard Hannon 322 27
John Gosden 116 25

Wednesday 28th July – Qatar Goodwood Festival

Having already recorded 74 winners this year WILLIAM BUICK will be 
looking forward to Thursday’s book of rides as he bids to enhance 
his not only his seasonal total but his Goodwood also. Very much the 
pick of his rides would be Breeders’ Cup Heroine AUDARYA who bids 
for Group 1 glory in the Nassau Stakes in a race that looks to be a real 
cracker. YIBIR gives Buick another fine chance of a Group race success 
in the Gordon Stakes while he has a three good handicap rides in the 
shape of QAADER, MAYFAIR STROLL and WHENTHEDEALISDONE. 
His book of six rides is completed by WILDERNESS GIRL who is well 
drawn in the maiden fillies’ event over 1400m.

GODOLPHIN have had a stunning season overall winning big races 
almost at will and they will be looking to improve their Goodwood 
record over the next few days although they don’t have that many 
runners. SISKANY gives them a fair chance of landing the opening 
handicap on Wednesday having suffered all sort of trouble in-running 
when finishing fourth in a hot Royal Ascot handicap. YIBIR bounced 
back back to form last time under more patient tactics and gives his 
owners a shot at Group-race success in the Gordon Stakes. He has 
looked more straightforward since being gelded.

ANDREW BALDING is steadily building his profile as a trainer to follow 
at Goodwood. Balding fields six runners on Wednesday to form a 
strong team with perhaps the best waiting until last as ACHELOIS 
bids to follow up her Ascot handicap win after defeating her elders 
last time and back against her own sex she looks to sound chance. 
BOUNCE THE BLUES, NYMPHADORA and ALCOHOL FREE all give 
Balding a shot at the Group class events although all three will 
need to build on their last starts. RECOVERY RUN ran a fair race last 
time and a repeat gives him an outside chance in a tough opening 
handicap while FRANKELLA will appreciate the ease in grade.

Qatar Sussex Stakes – Key Trends

SINCE 2000:
AGE:

   12 winners have been 3 year olds (the latest Too Darn 
Hot, 2019)

   3 winners have been 4 year olds
   3 winners have been 5 year olds
   1 winner has been a 6 year old
   2 winners have been 7 year olds

SINCE 2000:
TRAINER & JOCKEY

   Aidan O’Brien is the most successful trainer saddling 
the winner five times. His most recent success 
coming with The Gurkha in 2016.

   Four of the jockeys riding today have between them 
ridden the last five winners of the race: Jim Crowley 
(Duhail) in 2020 and 2017, Oisin Murphy (Alcohol 
Free) in 2018, Ryan Moore (Order Of Australia) in 
2016 and Frankie Dettori (Lope Y Fernandez) in 2019.

OVERALL TRENDS:
   All of the past 20 winners finished in the first three 
last time out.

   All of the past 20 winners had previously won a 
Group race with 19 out of the last 20 winners having 
their last win in a Group race.
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THE FEATURE EVENT
Qatar Nassau Stakes (Group 1) (QIPCO British Champions Series) 2000m – 
Race 4 (3.35pm GMT+1)

NAME AND  
RACECARD NUMBER AGE TRAINER FORM OFFICIAL 

RATING SIGNIFICANT CAREER WINS

1 Audarya 5 James 
Fanshawe 1131-2 117

Prix Jean Romanet (Deauville) 
Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf 
(Keeneland)

2 Lady Bowthorpe 5 William Jarvis 6-1224 117 Valiant Fillies’ Stakes (Ascot) 
Dahlia Stakes (Newmarket)

3 Empress Josephine 3 Aidan O’Brien 10218 108 Irish 1,000 Guineas (Curragh)

4 Joan Of Arc 3 Aidan O’Brien 16121 111 Irish 1,000 Guineas Trial (Leopardstown) 
Prix de Diane Longines (Chantilly)

5 Technique 3 Martyn Meade 12772 105

6 Zeyaadah 3 Roger Varian 11-201 106 Montrose Fillies’ Stakes (Newmarket) 
Hoppings Fillies’ Stakes (Newcastle)

Thursday 29th July – Qatar Goodwood Festival
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NASSAU STAKES – MAIN CONTENDERS

Audarya
Trainer: James Fanshawe
Owner: Mrs A M Swinburn
Jockey: William Buick

Now five years old Audarya has 
improved with age progressing 
from winning an all-weather 
handicap over 2000m at 
Newcastle in August of last year to overcome some considerable rises 
in class when taking two Group 1 events abroad at Deauville and 
Keeneland. Starting at big prices on both occasions she proved herself 
a smart performer over distances of around 2000m. Those Group race 
wins last year came against her own sex but lost no caste in defeat in 
her return to action when taking on mixed company in the Prince Of 
Wales’s Stakes (2000m) at Royal Ascot. Only beaten ¾L there by Love 
that return gave her an excellent platform to launch an assault on 
races such as this and she’s a leading contender for this prize.

Lady Bowthorpe
Trainer: William Jarvis
Owner: Ms E L Banks
Jockey: Kieran Shoemark

A consistent and game mare it’s 
very rare that this daughter of 
Nathaniel doesn’t run her race 
and her attitude has seen her 
placed at Group 1 level. She 
may in fact have a race of this 
quality and kudos within her grasp if everything falls right which so far 
in the hasn’t quite happened and that was very much the case with 
her recent fourth to Snow Lantern in the Falmouth Stakes (1600m). A 
winner over 1800m on her first outing this year in the Group 2 Dahlia 
Stakes she’s run with credit since in three Group races over 1600m. This 
will be her first try at this trip and she looks a little more exposed than 
her main rivals having had 15 starts, with the stamina and slight class 
doubts she may once again been destined for another placed effort.

Paul Mulrennan’s verdict
1. Joan Of Arc
2. Audarya
3. Lady Bowthorpe

1-2-3:This race has gone to Ireland in four of the last six years with Aidan O’Brien 
successful in 2016 and 2017. With Snow Lantern heading to the Sussex Stakes 
on Wednesday instead, one major obstacle has been removed for the O’Brien 
duo, of which JOAN OF ARC looks the pick on her recent win in France, where 
the step up in trip really suited her. She appears to be still improving, she 
handles any ground and this test would appear to be what she needs now. 
Breeders’ Cup heroine AUDARYA can’t be left out of the equation, especially as 
she made a top-class comeback at Royal Ascot last time. 
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Joan Of Arc
Trainer: Aidan O’Brien
Owner: Derrick Smith & Mrs 
John Magnier & Michael Tabor
Jockey: Ryan Moore

One of two runners from the 
Aidan O’Brien yard she’s also 
one of four three-year olds who 
make up the majority of the field and have won seven of the last ten 
renewals of this race. It’s fair to say that Joan Of Arc has progressed 
from run-to-run during this season with her two most recent starts 
setting the standard that she now aspires to. The first of those saw her 
just touched off by stablemate Empress Josephine in a heavy ground 
Irish 1000 Guineas (1600m) when finishing second having been 
caught late on. She regained her poise going one better last time out 
at Chantilly in the Group 1 Prix De Diane (2000m) taking that race in 
tenacious style having found plenty for pressure in the closing stages. 
That was her first attempt at this trip but she appeared to relish the 
test and whatever ground this is run on won’t be a worry for this 
daughter of Galileo.

Empress Josephine
Trainer: Aidan O’Brien
Owner: Mrs John Magnier & 
Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith
Jockey: Frankie Dettori

Empress Josephine gives trainer 
Aidan O’Brien a second string 
to his bow in this competitive 
Group 1 and she can’t be left out of the equation. Unraced as a juvenile 
she made a winning start to her career at Naas in March when taking 
a 19-runner maiden over 1600m in testing conditions. Beaten in two 
subsequent races she found a large measure of improvement to land 
the Irish 1,000 Guineas at the Curragh (1600m) overcoming a poor 
run throughout the race to lead close home touching off Joan Of Arc 
in the process. Disappointed on her latest start when well beaten in 
the Group 1 Coronation Stakes at Royal Ascot with her finishing effort 
being not matching that of her previous race.
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THE RUNNING ORDER
Race 1: Unibet ‘15 To Go’ Handicap (2000m)
Race 2: Unibet Richmond Stakes (Group 2) (1200m)
Race 3: John Pearce Racing Gordon Stakes (Group 3) (2400m)
Race 4: Qatar Nassau Stakes (Group 1) (2000m)

Race 5: Goodwood Racecourse Patrons Nursery Handicap (1400m)
Race 6: Tatler EBF Maiden Fillies’ Stakes (1400m)
Race 7: World Pool Handicap (1000m)

OUR GUIDE TO THE REST OF THE ACTION

Race 3 - John Pearce Racing Gordon  
Stakes (Group 3) (2400m)
Charlie Appleby and Aidan O’Brien are two trainers that have had past 
success in this race which serves as a trial for the final Classic of the 
year – the St Leger. O’Brien’s two runners (he had three entered) SIR 
LUCAN and WORDSWORTH ran against each other at Navan (2600m) 
in May with the former gaining the verdict by a neck. He hasn’t run 
since but his vanquished stablemate that day has producing a trio 
of placed efforts in a Group 2 and latterly in a pair of Group 1 events 
although he was beaten 6L last time by an impressive winner. That 
run though would stand comparison with anything any of his rivals 
have produced. YIBIR from the Appleby stable looked better than 
ever when scoring at this level last time at Newmarket (2600m) under 
new hold-up tactics. The Derby fifth THIRD REALM, having handled 
the undulations at Lingfield the time before, looked ill at ease around 
Epsom so the undulations here are a minor worry.

Race 2 - Unibet Richmond Stakes  
(Group 2) (1200m)
Clive Cox has taken the last two renewals of this and tries for the 
hat-trick with CATURRA although he has a bit to find with some of 
the principals having landed a Newbury Listed contest (1200m) last 
time. The Hannon barn also have a good record in this race and the 
unbeaten GUBBASS represents them having won the Newbury Super 
Sprint (1000m) earlier this month, looking as if there would be more 
to come stepped up in trip. The best form belongs to ASYMMETRIC. 
A C&D winner on his debut he followed up over the same trip at 
Newmarket before being beaten a head in a Group 2 last time, just 
failing narrowly to maintain his unbeaten record. EBRO RIVER was 
fourth in that same race, but despite a couple of wins to his name he 
does still display signs of being a little wayward.

Race 5 - Goodwood Racecourse  
Patrons Nursery Handicap (1400m)
Another handicap in which Mark Johnston has traditionally done well, 
landing the contest three times in the last seven years, including a 1-2-
3 in 2016. His pair HIGHLAND PREMIERE and WHITEFEATHERSFALL 
provide a good starting point and it would be a surprise if either 
were far away with the first-named looking the pick based on his 
nursery debut win last time over this same distance. Of the rest, 
ARDBRACCAN, a winner last time out, the unbeaten ADJUVANT 
and FAVOURITE CHILD make the most appeal. MAYFAIR STROLL 
has winning nursery form already in the book, along with ROBASTA, 
although the latter needs to prove himself over 1400m.

Race 1 - Unibet ‘15 To Go’ Handicap 
(2000m)
For the third day running the card starts with a competitive handicap 
with plenty of improving and lightly-raced types amongst the field. 
Mark Johnston who always has his team well primed for this meeting 
especially in the handicap has supplied the winner in three of the 
last eight years so his quintet of runners must be respected. The 
pick of the five could well be MR EXCELLENCY winner of his last two 
starts over this trip at a lower level but deserving of his chance here 
especially with all his stablemates running poorly last time although 
runners from the Johnston yard are known to bounce back quickly. 
AERION POWER suffered from jockey error last time when clear and 
eased down prematurely to get caught close home. TARAASHOQ 
makes his handicap debut and if inexperience doesn’t hinder him 
he looks a likely improver along with ALFAADHEL although he did 
disappoint on soft ground last time.

1 Asymmetric  2 Gubbass  3 Perfect Power

1 Wordsworth  2 Sir Lucan  3 Yibir

1 Aerion Power  2 Taraashoq  3 Mr Excellency

Thursday 29th July – Qatar Goodwood Festival

1 Highland Premiere  2 Mayfair Stroll
3 Adjuvant
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OUR GUIDE TO THE REST OF THE ACTION

Race 7 - World Pool Handicap  
(1000m)
TWILIGHT CALLS showed himself at home in a big-field handicap 
such as this last time when winning at Newmarket dropped to 1000m 
for the first time, travelling smoothly and winning in ready fashion. 
ISLE OF LISMORE has been in good form of late and is proven on a 
softer surface although he can race a little freely. EHRMANN is another 
contender who won last time out over this trip and he also won’t be 
bothered by a softer surface and his consistency will make worthy of 
consideration. Tried over 1400m last time that distance was too far for 
FANTASY MASTER and he’ll be much happier returned to this 1000m 
trip having been an unlucky loser at Ascot on his penultimate run 
when not getting the run of the race. THE PRINCES POET is still fairly 
unexposed at this level and he could make an impression.

Race 6 - Tatler EBF Maiden Fillies’  
Stakes (1400m)
Of those who have had a previous outing, WILDERNESS GIRL 
showed promise finishing fourth to Ardbraccan (well fancied for the 
preceding nursery) at Newmarket over 1400m despite being given 
a fairly easy race. HELENE has two thirds to her name over 200m 
shorter and her experience should help her move forward with 
ROUGE ET NOIR having a similar profile and she should step forward 
again. Of the newcomers, SHOUTOUT has a useful profile from 
the Beckett stable who are going well currently with the Johnston 
newcomer VINTAGE FASHION also of interest. Her dam was a useful 
French two-year-old winner. 

1 Wilderness Girl  2 Shoutout  3 Helene

Thursday 29th July – Qatar Goodwood Festival

1 Twilight Calls  2 Fantasy Master
3 The Princes Poet
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How much money is bet into World Pool?
So far this year, World Pools have been available at Newmarket 
Guineas, Epsom Derby, Royal Ascot/King George and Sandown 
Coral Eclipse, where bettors had the chance to win a share of some 
monumental pools. At Royal Ascot, 35 races  generated total liquidity 
of £129 million. 

World Pool Bet Types
WIN - Pick the winner of the race
 
PLACE - Pick a horse to be ‘placed’ according to the number of 
runners in the race (see below)

Place terms:
4, 5 or 6 runners – 1st and 2nd
7 or more runners – 1st, 2nd & 3rd
21 or more runners – 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
 
QUINELLA 
Select the first two finishers in either order
 
QUINELLA PLACE
Select two horses to finish in the first three places

TRIFECTA
Select the first three finishers (correct order)

8 remaining Racing TVi World Pool days 
in 2021

•     Qatar Goodwood Festival (Days 1-3): Goodwood Racecourse, 
Tuesday 27th to Thursday 29th July

•     Welcome to Yorkshire Ebor Festival (Days 1-3):  
York Racecourse, Wednesday 18th to Friday 20th August

•     Irish Champion Stakes Day: Leopardstown,  
Saturday 11th September

•     OIPCO British Champions Day: Ascot Racecourse,  
Saturday 16th October

GLOBAL POOLS TO BE INCREASED BY WORLD POOL AT GOODWOOD

In partnership with the Hong Kong Jockey Club and 
Totepool, World Pool allows customers from all over the 
globe to bet into a single pool, bringing them together 
into one multi-million pound betting bonanza.

Watch LIVE on

 Tuesday 27th – Thursday 29th July
THREE DAYS OF WORLD POOL EVENTS

Qatar Goodwood Festival

 T U E S DAY  2 7 T H TO  S AT U R DAY  3 1 ST J U LY


